
Hearthside Australian Shepherds

RESERVATION CONTRACT 

Received 
from:_______________________________________________________________
_____________ 

Address:____________________________________________________________
__________ 

Phone 
Number:______________________Email:_________________________________
___ 

There are children in our household: Yes   No     Ages:  
_______________________________________ 
We have owned:    Aussies   other herding breeds   other breeds:  
___________________________ 
Please tell us what you’re looking for: 
We would like to reserve:   The most suitable pup for our family!    From 

a specific litter or a certain timeline.     
We prefer:     
Male     
Female  
Doesn’t matter!  
  

Black Tri       Blue Merle    Red Tri   Red merle  
                    They’re all gorgeous! 
We will only accept (Optional! )  Male     
Female  
  

 Black Tri     
Blue Merle    
Red Tri   

Red merle  
Our goals are:  
Companionship  
Competitive performance  
                               Showing/Breeding 

The purpose of reserving a puppy is to make that puppy unavailable to others 
by guaranteeing it a home, and to assure buyers the greatest possible chance 
of a) actually getting a pup from a specific litter and b) picking their ideal pup.  
Placing deposits on multiple litters means that one or more pups will have had 



other suitable homes turned away and may be without a loving family at the 
time that the litter is ready to leave, putting that pup at a developmental 
disadvantage.  While this is the buyer’s right, it is not always fair to the pups in 
question, so please be up front with breeders when placing multiple deposits. 
To discourage this practice, deposits are non-refundable. 

The deposit will be applied to the purchase price of a suitable puppy, with 
suitability being determined through a follow-up conversation by phone or 
email.  Buyers may choose to limit their selections based upon gender and/or 
color, but doing so will greatly limit the likelihood that a puppy meeting their 
criteria will be available. If no suitable puppy meeting the requirements of this 
reservation is available from this litter, Buyer may expand the limits of their 
reservation (consider alternate genders or colors), or the deposit will be 
applied to reserve a puppy from a future litter .The deposit shall not be 
refunded for any reason (for example buyer purchasing a puppy from another 
breeder’s litter before this puppy is available, or purchaser changing their 
minds about buying a puppy or specific preference on exact markings of dog). 
Seller may choose, for any reason and at any time, to refund the full amount of 
the deposit to the buyer, thereby ending any and all obligation to sell buyer a 
dog or puppy 

Reservations that have been taken with deposits shall be filled by selling the 
available puppies to the homes they are best suited for, with preference given 
in the order in which reservations were taken.  Paying a deposit and 
reserving a puppy does not guarantee that a puppy meeting your 
requirements will be available in a particular litter.  Pet quality puppies 
will never be sold for show or breeding purposes.  Show prospects may be sold 
as pets, but the price of the puppy will be determined by its quality, and pups 
going into pet homes will still be sold with a not-for-breeding contract. It is 
important to remember that breeding is not an exact science.  Planned litters 
may not come to fruition , puppies may be lost for unknown reasons after 
birth, or expected litter size may fall short once born. Also, every litter is bred 
with a purpose in mind, and as such, we reserve the right to select one or more 
pick puppies to keep for the future of the breeding program right off the top.   

It is understood that the non-refundable deposit (min.$500, make checks 
payable to Betsy Atkinson) taken on this date is to reserve a puppy that is not 
yet born or is too young to be completely evaluated by seller as to its quality as 
a possible show/breeding dog as well as to temperament and suitability. This 
evaluation generally occurs at 6-8 weeks of age.The full purchase price of pups 
is $2000 and up for companion puppies with limited registration (can compete 
in all AKC and ASCA events except conformation, and may NOT be bred) or  
$3000. and up for show/breeding quality pups on co-ownership with full 
registration. Terms for these pups will be outlined in the individual sales 
contract.  Any transportation fees will be extra. 



Signatures show understanding of, and agreement to, the above legally 
binding terms: 

Signature of Buyer/
Date:_______________________________________________________________
___ 

Hrthside1@aol.com

Hearthsideaussies.com  Deposits are accepted by Paypal : Hrthside1@aol.com

Betsy J. Atkinson – 1799 Rt.91 Fabius, NY 13063
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